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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which Intrusion Detection System (IDS) usually produces the
most false alarms due to the unpredictable behaviors of users
and networks?
A. signature recognition
B. network-based IDS systems (NIDS)
C. host-based IDS systems (HIDS)
D. anomaly detection
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
A network operator is working to deploy a Unified BGP design
and allow it to be available only in selected markets and
services in the future. The label allocation is not functioning
as desired. Which action will fix the issue?
A. Reconfigure the route-policy ALL_LABELS to pass.
B. Remove the allocate-labels command.
C. Reconfigure the route-policy ALL_LABELS to match all after

the drop.
D. Remove the route policy and only configure "allocate-label".
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which system schema provides performance data and system alerts
details to review in SAP HANA MiniChecks? Please choose the
correct answer.
A. _SYS_WORKLOAD_REPLAY
B. _SYS_SQL_ANALYZER
C. _SYS_STATISTICS
D. _SYS_TELEMETRY
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have two tables named Customer and Orders. A sample of the
Data in Customer is shown in the
following table.
A sample of the data in Orders is shown in the following table.
You need to create the following new table.
You must use Customer as the first table.
Which join kind should you use?
A. Right Anti
B. Left Anti
C. Left Outer
D. Inner
E. Right Outer
Answer: C
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